Art de la Table : Les Jardins de la Comtesse presents
its new collections in bamboo fibre and melamine
Since its creation in 2011, Les Jardins de la Comtesse has been a leader in the
picnic and outdoor market. The brand has made a name for itself by offering high
quality, aesthetic picnic baskets that revisit the world of the garden in a chic and
elegant way.
In 2018, it has enriched its catalogue with the MelARTmine range, a range of highquality, colored pure melamine tableware.
Today, Les Jardins de la Comtesse presents its new collections, which will brighten
up tables outdoors and indoors: the "Toucans of Rio" collection in melamine, and
the "Green&Art" collection in bamboo fibre.

Fly to the tropics with "Toucans of Rio"
Launched in 2018, MelARTmine Collection is a collection of pure melamine
tableware in shimmering colours. After Jungle, Lisbon, Bali Monkeys and Exotic
Flowers, the range continues its world tour with its new theme "Toucans of Rio".
With this colourful crockery with imitation bamboo finishes, the sun and the
warmth of the tropics invite themselves to all tables. Toucans and parrots are
depicted in lush vegetation, printed in a gradation of blue, white and green.

The service includes everything you need to set a beautiful table: deep and flat
plates of various sizes, serving dishes, serving trays, salad bowls, bowls and
matching salad servers.
Shock-resistant and virtually unbreakable, this tableware has a shiny, soft-touch
finish and is very easy to care for. It is ideal for outdoor tables and poolsides.
By combining aesthetics and practicality, Les Jardins de la Comtesse makes lunches
with friends or family pure moments of sharing, conviviality and greediness.

Green&ART: the new eco-responsible collection from Les Jardins
de la Comtesse
Green&Art is a line of tableware made of bamboo fibre, an eco-friendly,
antibacterial, soft-touch, light and strong material.
Very colorful, it is composed of two collections for adults and two collections for
children.

Services for adults
The "Parrots" and "Wildflowers" services are composed of plates, salad bowls,
serving dishes and trays, glasses, insulated mugs and storage boxes that can be
used for outdoor and indoor meals or chic camping. The salad bowls and dishes are
particularly practical for everyday use.

The "Parrots" theme is full of cheerfulness and
highlights the flamboyant plumage of the birds.
The "Wildflowers" theme is adorned with
delicate floral motifs and makes for romantic,
bohemian and charming tables.

Two adorable children's sets for baby's first meals
Les Jardins de la Comtesse has thought of the little ones with the Happy Friends
collection in bamboo fibre. Designed in collaboration with the French brand
LovelyTribu, it features adorable characters: Gigi the Giraffe and Lily the kitten.

The meal sets contain a plate, a bowl, a glass and ergonomic bamboo fibre cutlery;
they allow baby to learn how to eat properly in complete safety, and make lovely
birth gifts.

Les Jardins de la Comtesse: the chic picnic specialist
Les Jardins de la Comtesse: the specialist in outdoor lunches and chic picnics.
In addition to its Art de la Table ranges, the brand is the expert in chic picnics
thanks to its wicker baskets with elegant and refined designs that come in several
sizes.
Each basket contains everything you need to make beautiful picnics for 2, 4 or 6
people.
The wicker is hand-woven in certified eco-friendly workshops. To accompany the
picnic, Les Jardins de la Comtesse offers other equally refined products: cotton
tablecloths with waterproof lapels specially designed for outdoor use, scarves,
stoles and plaids for slightly cooler meals.

About Les Jardins de la Comtesse
Les Jardins de la Comtesse was founded in 2011 by Florence and Arnaud de
Rességuier. The brand draws its inspiration from the large family estate where
Arnaud's grandmother loved to receive her friends and family. This colorful
character reigned in her kitchen and orchestrated memorable picnics in the middle
of the woods.
Arnaud inherited his passion for gardens and beautiful things from his grandmother
and wanted to honor the French art of living. The brand quickly positioned itself as
the specialist in outdoor lunches.
In 2018, it launched its first range of tableware, and continues to regularly offer
aesthetic and high quality novelties.
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